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On the other hand, it disappointed her to find that Kyoto people
,o longer followed the traditional way of enjoying the evening cool
i the Kamo River, Up to a few years ago, they had placed specially
onstructed benches in the shallow, running water. Their bare feet
i the cold stream, they conversed and drank on hot summer nights,
lut the construction of the new canal from Biwa Lake extending along
lie river had put an end to that unique custom.
At first she had made fun of the narrow little Kamogawa, com-
aring it with the Sumidagawa in Tokyo, but its clear, transparent
/ater, with its eternal rhythmic motion and chanting, drew her ir-
ssistibly as time went on. Many a warm, sticky evening she took a
falk along the stream with Saionji.
Once, after dusk, when she was walking along its bank, Okiku saw
le new moon in the clear sky on the edge of dark Higashayama.
'he moon became brighter and brighter* Her eyes were drawn to the
xeaxn. The gleaming moonlight was reflected on the water which ap-
eared as a silver screen of thousands of waving pieces assembled by
le faint music of nature. The mountain peaks and the teahouses on
le bank were inverted in the mirroring water. She gazed at it. She
id not know whether the water was moving upstream or down. Her
:nse of direction was gone. She shut her eyes and opened them to
nd the silent Higashiyama still standing before hen
Saionji was contentedly fanning himself while Okiku packed their
iw belongings.
On an impulse she looked outside. Clouds were gathering in the
[stance. In the garden the flowers stood motionless.
Suddenly a red camellia dropped to the ground, broken at the neck,
ivoluntarily her eyes closed to shut out the sight of the evil omen,
.fter a while she turned to Saionji.
Still fanning, he told her his plans: "We'll return to Tokyo by
ray of Nara and Osaka where we may visit my brother, Sumitomo*
tuh, do you think you have seen enough of Kyoto?"
"Yes, Prince*" She talked rapidly to hide her melancholy. "I saw
lany things that I had heard of and yearned to see* I enjoyed it all
yy much. But what shocked me were the sights in the Teramachi,
ic temple streets, where we saw the sacred Buddhist and temple im~
;es and articles marketed like knickknacks in every store, block after
,ock, I thought the Asakusa Square in Tokyo was bad enough/*
look her head

